
INTRODUCTION TO DICTIONARY

Organization

The alphabetic order is as follows:

p p* m 1 1* c c^ s n 8 J? § X XM k k* rk*** x" q q* q" q'" X X" h y i a u i

I?I is disregarded for alphabetical purposes; note th^t /?1-/ is found under /I/, etc.

To mark the order: 1. place of articulation from front to back; 2. plos.— fric.—
nasal or liquid; 3. glottalic follows plain cons.; 4. labialized conss. follow plain ones;

sonants and corresponding vowels come at the end.

All stems (see 79) and all affixes recorded are entered, except for combinations

with productive lexical aflSxes, of which examples arc quoted under the heading of

the underlying stem, while under the heading of the affix reference is made to the

lists in the Morphology (where more examples are given).

All derivatives of the same root are quoted under the heading of the root or of

the simplest suffixed form; the derivatives are also entered separately, except if in

the alphabetic order they would follow immediately tke item where the whole word-

family is quoted. Where roots have full- and zero-gmde alternants the word-family

is brought together under the heading of the fuU-grtde form.

Roots found only non-initially in complexes are eiitered as separate items except

for the numerous cases with the nominalizer /s-/. lii other words, the totality of

roots is found under the headings /Cx-../ plus /sCi..«/. I write /s-C/ when there is

evidence that /s-/ is a prefix, otherwise /sC/, though there is no doubt that the over-

whelming majority of the latter cases likewise involve the nominalizer.

Each heading consists maximally of four parts: (1) the item itself with translation,

(2) examples of \ise, (3) derivatives, see above, (4) etymological information. Part (3)

is preceded by a dash, part (4) by the symbol O. Under (2) the symbol ^ represents

the item as quoted under (1); affixes are separated from ^ by /-, », 2/.
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